In this paper, we consider sorting for the broad class of micromachines (also known as microswimmers, microrobots, micropropellers, etc.) propelled by rotating magnetic fields. We present a control policy that capitalizes on the variation in magnetic properties between otherwise-homogeneous micromachines to enable the sorting of a select fraction of a group from the remainder and prescribe its net relative movement, using a uniform magnetic field that is applied equally to all micromachines. The method enables us to accomplish this sorting task using open-loop control, without relying on a structured environment or localization information of individual micromachines. With our method, the control time to perform the sort is invariant to the number of micromachines. The method is verified through simulations and scaled experiments. Finally, we include an extended discussion about the limitations of the method and open questions related to its practical application.
I. INTRODUCTION
There has been substantial effort from the research community working toward the goal of enabling wirelessly controlled magnetic micromachines (also known as microswimmers, microrobots, micropropellers, etc.) to be used in biomedical applications [1] [2] [3] . To date, research on the control of magnetic micromachines has typically considered a single micromachine [4] [5] [6] , a very small set of micromachines that are individually localized [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] , or a group of micromachines (sometimes referred to as a "swarm") that are controlled as an aggregate unit with no ability to differentiate individual micromachines [14] [15] [16] . For clinical use, a medical image will likely show a group as a cloud in the image [15] , and it may be unrealistic to assume that each micromachine can be individually localized and controlled. In addition to the localization problem, each micromachine in the group will be subjected to the same applied magnetic field, and spatial changes in that field over a tightly packed group will likely be small for in vivo applications, making it challenging to differentiate the actuation being applied to the micromachines by utilizing spatial variations in the field. Although these represent significant challenges, it may be desirable, or even necessary for certain applications, to perform basic manipulation of a group beyond simply moving the group as an aggregate.
In this paper, we show how knowledge of magnetic variation can be exploited to sort a group of otherwisehomogeneous micromachines, even in a uniform magnetic field in which all micromachines are actuated by a single input. By "sort" we mean to separate away a desired fraction of the original group to form two new distinct subgroups. We consider the broad class of micromachines that convert magnetic torque generated by a rotating magnetic field into propulsion, which includes using both chiral (e.g., helical) and achiral structures to swim/screw through fluids and soft tissues, as well as devices that roll on a surface. This class of micromachine has been well studied, and has been shown to have desirable scaling properties for biomedical applications when compared to other micromachine types [17] . Our vision is that a group of micromachines could be fabricated with engineered variation in their magnetic properties purely for the purpose of enabling sorting (potentially by simply relaxing process control during fabrication), using micromachine designs in which variation in magnetic properties can be introduced without adding significant variation to the geometric parameters to which propulsion are sensitive.
A number of prior works have proposed using heterogeneity among micromachines to control groups with uniform global inputs. Much of this prior work has considered only a relatively small numbers of micromachines. Two helical micromachines with distinct geometries and/or magnetic properties have been shown to exhibit unique velocity responses to a uniform field [18, 19] . The similarly differentiated responses of three geometrically distinct microrobots to a global input were learned and subsequently controlled [7] . Another study experimentally confirmed differentiated behavior, produced by a global magnetic field, in two heterogeneous three-bead micromachines known as achiral swimmers [20] . Work by our group characterized the behavior of magnetic micromachines when operated at frequencies above their stepout frequency, and explored how variation in the step-out frequency in geometrically identical micromachines differentiates the micromachines' relative velocity responses [21] . Magnetic field gradients have been used to uniquely control geometrically or magnetically heterogeneous micromachines in 3D [8] ; this method can be implemented in an open-loop fashion and be scaled to control an arbitrary number of micromachines, but control authority reduces as the number of micromachines increases and current hardware is limited to full independent control of two micromachines. Specialized substrates that "anchor" or locally manipulate micromachines have experimentally demonstrated independent control of multiple microma-chines [22] ; this technique is potentially well suited for micro-assembly tasks, but is not a practical solution for in vivo medical applications.
Other prior works have utilized heterogeneity among micromachines to sort large groups of arbitrary number. In a work particularly related to ours, differentiation in velocity responses was used to sort irregular achiral "nanopropellers" by size, utilizing the correlation between size and magnetic strength [23] . It is also possible to sort a group of chiral swimmers into two distinct subgroups of left-and right-handed chirality [24] .
Other related work has considered how to sort microswimmers using specialized microfluidic channel geometries. Chiral microswimmers have been sorted according to chirality, linear velocity, and angular velocity using patterned microstructures [25] ; an environment with physical impediments was designed to selectively restrict swimmer motion according to a particular swimmer property. Shear flow has also been used to separate chiral objects [26] . For micromachines, a microfluidic environment could be used to presort and reject defective micromachines and more easily group similar micromachines prior to in vivo applications. However, the physical environment will ultimately preclude such methods from use during in vivo medical applications.
Other work has considered control policies that go beyond simple sorting for groups with an arbitrary number, and a continuous ensemble, of devices that receive identical inputs but generate unique forward speeds. Such studies from the robotics literature have typically relied on a closed-loop feedback policy or are dependent upon localization information [27, 28] , and as a result are infeasible for the biomedical applications of interest here. One prior work particularly related to ours described a method to independently control an arbitrary number of micromachines with variations in magnetic and/or hydrodynamic properties, provided the properties are known [11] ; this method can also be applied open-loop. Another study showed how variation in the direction (as opposed to strength) of the magnetization with respect to the otherwise-homogeneous micromachines' bodies can be used to differentiate control [10] . With all of the above methods, the control time tends to increase with an increase in the number of micromachines.
In this paper, we provide a method to sort some desired fraction of micromachines from the rest of the group by driving the entire group in a given desired direction using a constant frequency of the rotating magnetic field, which spreads the group out similar to Ref. [23] (we refer to this as the separation process), and then driving the entire group in the reverse direction using a timevarying frequency function that collects the micromachines into two distinct groups (we refer to this as the collection process), as depicted in Fig. 1 . Upon the conclusion of this open-loop separation-collection cycle, there is a net forward movement of the fraction of the group that we have chosen to sort, and there is no net movement in the remaining group (similar to Ref. [10] ). The
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Proposed sorting process. In this separationcollection cycle, a time-varying frequency of a rotating uniform magnetic field is used to sort a group into two distinct subgroups. After a constant-frequency separation process of frequency ω0 and duration t0, the individual micromachines are differentiated in displacement according to their step-out frequencies. Following a collection process, which reverses direction and begins at a frequency ω1 < ω0, the desired fraction of the group has been sorted, making net forward movement while the remainder of the group returns to the original starting position. We choose to establish t = 0 as the transition from the separation process to the collection process because this paper is largely focused on developing the collection process. Note that the dots used to represent the micromachines are not necessarily to scale with their relative separation.
separation-collection cycle can be repeated to continue to make forward progress of the sorted group without any net movement of the original group. To form more than two groups, the original group (i.e., the micromachines left behind during the sort) or the sorted group can be further subdivided without any net disturbance of the previous group(s). This naturally leads to a motionplanning method for a group of micromachines. Our approach for micromachine differentiation relies on neither localization of individual micromachines nor a structured environment. In addition, our approach does not require knowledge of the number of micromachines, and is invariant to the number of micromachines in terms of the control time required to perform a sort, which distinguishes it from related prior works [10, 11] . However, our method relies on an assumption that the micromachines have variation in their magnetic properties, but have homogeneous hydrodynamic properties, which is less general than the assumptions of Ref. [11] .
II. REVIEW OF MODELS OF ROTATING MICROMACHINES
We will assume the commonly used low-Reynoldsnumber swimming model in which a chiral microswimmer can rotate about, and translate along, its axis [29] . After a rearrangement of terms from Ref. [29] as described in Ref. [17] , an individual microswimmer is modeled as
where: ω is the angular velocity of the applied field, which is also referred to as the field rotation frequency, and it is assumed that the microswimmer rotates about its axis synchronously with the applied field (we will return to this assumption); f is any externally applied (nonfluidic) force applied along the axis of the microswimmer; v is the translational velocity along the axis; τ is the (nonfluidic) torque that is being generated on the microswimmer about its axis to cause ω; and the parameters α, β, and γ encapsulate the relevant properties of the microswimmer's geometry and the environment. Note that, although the input and output terms are vectors in general, this common simplified axial-swimming model only considers the magnitude of those vectors. The microswimmer is assumed to have negligible inertia. Since a uniform field does not vary spatially, there will be no magnetic forces acting on the microswimmer; we will also assume the forces of gravity are negligible relative to other effects (gravitational effects are discussed more later). As a result, the model Eq. 1 can be simplified as
The same model from Eq. 2 also applies to magnetic micromachines that roll. The principal difference between a microswimmer and a rolling micromachine is that in the case of the microswimmer the velocity vector tends to be parallel with the angular velocity vector, whereas with a rolling micromachine the two vectors tend to be orthogonal. However, since Eq. 2 only considers the magnitudes of the respective vectors, it will apply to both types of micromachines for our purposes.
A given micromachine, in a given magnetic field, will have a maximum torque, τ max , that can possibly be generated. When the applied magnetic field rotates sufficiently slowly, such that the torque calculated from Eq. 2 is achievable (i.e., τ ≤ τ max ), the micromachine synchronously rotates with the field, and its forward velocity is proportional to the angular velocity of the applied field. There exists a field rotation frequency, however, above which the available magnetic torque is not strong enough to keep the micromachine rotating synchronously with the field, which is typically referred to as the "stepout" frequency ω so [18] , where ω so = τ max /γ, but has also been referred to as the "critical frequency" [23] . At field rotation frequencies above the step-out frequency, the linear model in Eq. 2 is invalid.
The average angular velocity of a micromachine,ω m , as a function of the field rotation frequency, ω, has been solved in closed-form for both permanent-magnet and soft-ferromagnetic micromachines with a variety of geometries [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] :
Onceω m is found, Eq. 2 can be used to calculate the translational velocity as v = βω m . This phenomenon has been experimentally verified using microswimmers [21, 23, 24, 35] and rolling machines with Reynolds-number scaling to simulate microscale devices [21] , and has been found to be a good predictor of observed behavior.
III. DEVELOPMENT OF THE SORTING PROCESS
Utilizing the phenomenon of Eq. 3, introducing variation in the magnetic properties within a group (i.e., changing ω so for each micromachine) will lead to three operating modes: a homogenous mode where all micromachines respond identically to the rotating magnetic field, a heterogeneous mode where each micromachine responds uniquely according to its step-out frequency, and a hybrid mode where a fraction of the group operates homogenously and the remainder operates heterogeneously. For example, consider a group of ten geometrically identical micromachines with variation in their magnetic properties, with velocity responses shown in Fig. 2 , whose step-out frequencies are distributed regularly throughout an interval with the step-out frequency of the weakest one being only 10% of the step-out frequency of the strongest one: ω min = 0.1ω max . Rotating the field at a frequency ω < ω min produces homogenous responses among micromachines, causing them to move in unison with no change
Nondimensionalized velocity responses of ten micromachines having identical geometries and regularly spaced step-out frequencies ωso/ωmax ∈ [0.1, 1]. The step-out frequency can be seen as the frequency ω at which the velocity v starts decreasing with an increase in ω.
in their relative positions; this is the most basic groupmanipulation primitive. Rotating the field at a frequency ω min < ω < ω max results in a hybrid response, resulting in speed differentiation in a fraction of the group and a faster homogeneous speed in the remaining fraction; we utilize this regime in the design of the sorting primitive.
As we consider large numbers of micromachines within a group, we assume that their step-out frequencies can be described by some distribution (e.g., uniform, Gaussian), with a minimum and maximum step-out frequency, ω min and ω max , respectively (Fig. 3) . It is not important what the distribution is, simply that its parameters are known. Using the cumulative distribution function, we can find a field rotation frequency ω 0 such that some desired fraction of the group has step-out frequencies higher than ω 0 (this is the fraction that we will sort, which we refer to as the fast group), and the remaining micromachines (which we refer to as the slow group) have step-out frequencies below ω 0 .
We find that for our method to be practical, we must allow some small fraction of the non-fast group to have an unspecified amount of net movement (although it will never be as large as that of the fast group). We specify a frequency ω 1 < ω 0 , such that all micromachines with ω so ≤ ω 1 will have no net movement, but micromachines with ω 1 < ω so < ω 0 will be sacrificed by not truly be- FIG. 3 . Distribution of magnetic properties. Probability density function for a distribution of step-out frequencies (top) with associated cumulative distribution function (bottom) for a uniform distribution (left) and a Gaussian distribution (right). In both cases shown, ω0 is selected to sort the fastest 30% of the group, and ω1 is selected to sacrifice 5% of the group as belonging to neither the fast nor the slow group. In the case of the Gaussian distribution, ωmax and ωmin are chosen to correspond to the ±3σ values of the distribution.
longing to the slow group. We again use the cumulative distribution function (Fig. 3) to choose ω 1 to correspond to a given fraction of the group that we are willing to sacrifice. In the limit as ω 1 → ω 0 (i.e., we are not willing to sacrifice any micromachines), the collection process trivially mirrors the separation process, and there is no net movement of the fast group relative to the slow group.
The separation process rotates the uniform magnetic field at a single frequency for a duration t 0 , after which the fast micromachines (i.e., those with ω so ≥ ω 0 ) will have travelled a distance d 0 :
while slow and sacrificed micromachines (i.e., those with ω so < ω 0 ) will have travelled distances less than d 0 , dependent upon their step-out frequencies. Eq. 4 is simply the integral of the velocity component of Eq. 2 over the separation process for the fast micromachines. In practice, we would likely use Eq. 4 to select t 0 for a given d 0 (i.e., the maximum micromachine displacement from the origin) that we are willing to allow in a single separationcollection cycle; a similar "excursion" is described in Ref. [11] . However, we should also choose t 0 large enough to allow multiple rotation cycles, since Eq. 3 was derived under an assumption of steady-state rotation.
The complete separation-collection cycle is characterized by three parameters: the separation-process frequency ω 0 , the separation-process duration t 0 , and the initial collection-process frequency ω 1 (Fig. 1) . Selection of these three parameters provides control over the size of the two new groups (including the fraction of sacrificed micromachines) and the final separation distance between the two new groups. Once these three parameters are selected, our time-varying collection process is well defined. These parameters will be determined from the statistical variation in the group and the desired net forward movement of the fast group. The descendingfrequency collection process is unique, given a constantfrequency separation process.
The collection process is a time-varying frequency function ω(t), subject to ω(t) < ω 0 for t ≥ 0, that satisfies the equality
for each micromachine in the slow group (i.e., each ω soi ≤ ω 1 ). The left-hand side of Eq. 5 is the distance a slow micromachine with step-out frequency ω soi travels during the separation process, defined as the integral of Eq. 2 but using the correct average angular velocity from Eq. 3, over the separation process. The right-hand side of Eq. 5 is the distance traveled by the same micromachine during the collection process, comprising the distance traveled when the micromachine rotates out of synchronization and in synchronization with the applied field (integrating Eq. 2 as before, but over two distinct intervals during the collection process). The duration of the collection process, t f , is always less than t 0 . The time t soi is unknown; it is the duration that a micromachine with step-out frequency ω soi rotates out of synchronization with the field during the collection process such that ω(t soi ) = ω soi . A function that satisfies Eq. 5 is defined by
where a series of step-like operations at a constant frequency ω k for a duration t k are assembled to approximate a continuous function, provided an appropriate number of steps (e.g., n 100). The numerical solution in Eq. 6 describes the physical process of "collecting" micromachines one after another following the separation process. In the development of the collection process, a continuous distribution of stepout frequencies is first approximated by a finite set of known step-out frequencies. The collection process is then generated as a series of operations, each performed at a constant frequency ω i for a duration t i , with the goal of collecting the micromachines in the slow group together one-by-one while keeping the fast group moving homogeneously, and disregarding what happens to the sacrificed micromachines. The collection process creates a new homogeneous group within the slow group, starting with the single micromachine with the highest step-out frequency. In each operation, this homogeneous group is driven at a frequency ω i corresponding to the lowest step-out frequency of any micromachine in the homogeneous group, resulting in the homogeneous group eventually overtaking (i.e., collecting) the micromachine with the next-highest step-out frequency, at which point it becomes part of the homogeneous group. This process is iterated with descending frequencies until all of the slow micromachines have been collected into a single homogeneous group, at which time the entire slow group is moved homogeneously the remaining distance to the origin (i.e., the location before the separation process was initiated). The duration t i to operate at ω i is
where the index i denotes descending step-out frequencies of micromachines in the slow set, and x i and v i are the current position and velocity, respectively, of a micromachine with step-out frequency ω soi . Eq. 7 is the general form of Eqs. 6c and 6d. For the final operation to return to the origin, we collect a theoretical micromachine having ω so = 0. The series of ω i , t i operations is assembled to form the piecewise collection process function, ω(t).
Consider n micromachines with identical β, and ω so /ω max equally spaced in the range [0,1]. Using a given set of the three key parameters, an n-micromachine collection process using Eq. 6 will approximate a continuous function as n → ∞, as seen in Fig. 4 . In practice, when n is sufficiently large (e.g., n = 1000), the approximation can be applied successfully as a cycle's collection process. Although the methodology used to derive the collection process requires knowledge of the individual micromachines' step-out frequencies, the continuous collection process found by the methodology no longer requires that knowledge. Rather, it sweeps through every possible step-out frequency that may exist within the group. In the Appendix, we show that the continuous collection process found with this method is unique (given a constant-frequency separation process). The collectionprocess function, with a frequency decreasing from ω 1 to 0 over a duration always less than t 0 , can be normalized with respect to time t 0 and frequency ω 0 . A set of such normalized processes is assembled in Fig. 5 . The total time required to collect n micromachines also converges. The value to which t f /t0 converges is unique for the selection of ω1/ω0 (see Fig. 5 ).
FIG. 5. Ten nondimensional collection-process functions,
where each curve corresponds to a unique ω1/ω0 regularly spaced in the set [0.1,1], and ω = ω1 at t = 0.
IV. NUMERICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION
A complete separation-collection cycle is depicted in Fig. 6 . After the collection process, the fast group has made a net forward displacement of distance d: while the slow group has no net displacement. Eq. 8 is the difference in positions of micromachines with stepout frequencies ω 0 and ω 1 following the separation process (i.e., d
). In practice, once an allowable d 0 is set using Eq. 4, we would use Eq. 8 to determine the number of times the separation-collection cycle must be repeated in order to produce the desired net movement of the fast group.
Consider a large group of micromachines randomly selected from a population with identical geometries and a Gaussian distribution of step-out frequencies, uniformly distributed in a spherical volume to assist in visualization. Such a group will appear as a cloud as depicted in Fig. 7 . Say we wish to sort 30% of the original group, leaving 65% behind, and we are willing to sacrifice 5% as belonging firmly to neither group. Based on the population's distribution of magnetic properties, the separationcollection cycle is implemented using the methods described above. The separation-collection cycle does not reduce the initial disorder, but post-cycle we see that the separation-collection cycle was not affected by the group's initial internal arrangement. The original group has been sorted into two distinct groups. The relationship between d and d 0 is determined by the selection of ω 0 and ω 1 . To increase the total displacement of the fast group, the cycle should be repeated.
To experimentally verify the sorting policy, a group of three rolling mesomachines was fabricated (Fig. 8(A) ). Each device was fabricated from (nonmagnetic) aluminum rod and measures 3 mm in diameter and 8 mm
Implementation of a separation-collection cycle with a micromachine group from a Gaussian distribution. The group comprises 100 micromachines sampled from a population with identical geometries and a distribution of step-out frequencies ωso/ωmax = N (0.7, 0.01). The fast group is denoted by blue squares, the slow group by red circles, and in length. To make each device magnetically distinct, one, two, or three holes were drilled perpendicular to the axis of symmetry, with 0.82-mm-diameter (softmagnetic) Permalloy 80 wires of approximately the same length inserted and glued into each hole. These devices were operated in a fluid medium comprising a 2:1 mixture of corn syrup and water, selected to achieve desirable temporal and spatial characteristics to demonstrate sorting, while reducing the Reynolds number to simulate micromachines of approximately 1/50 the size in water.
A rotating uniform magnetic field was generated by a set of tri-axial Helmholtz coils described in Ref. [37] , with devices rolling on a horizontal plane in the common central workspace, imaged by a top-down camera. For all experiments, the strength of the generated field was 10 mT. The step-out frequency for each device, considered one at a time, was determined experimentally by increasing the rotation frequency of the applied field in increments of 0.05 Hz until an increase in the rotation frequency was found to result in a decrease in the forward velocity, indicating that the prior frequency should be considered the step-out frequency. Thus, the experimentally determined step-out frequency is less than the true step-out frequency, but within 0.05 Hz.
Three experiments (Fig. 8(B) and Ref. [36] ) were run to verify the sorting policy. First, 'Move All': the group is run at 0.10 Hz, below all the devices' step-out frequencies, such that all devices rotate synchronously with the field. The total duration of the experiment is 20 s. Second, 'Sort 2/3': the fastest two devices (i.e., the twoand three-wire devices) are sorted from the slowest device (i.e., the one-wire device), which remains at the origin. The policy is executed with ω 0 = 0.75 Hz, ω 1 = 0.50 Hz, t 0 = 5 s, and n = 1000 (that is, the policy does not know that there are three devices, and assumes there are 1000 devices, effectively converging on the continuous distribution for an arbitrary number of devices). The total duration of the experiment is 7.32 s. Third, 'Sort 1/3': the fastest (i.e., three-wire device) is sorted from the two slower devices, which remains at the origin. The sorting policy is executed with ω 0 = 1.25 Hz, ω 1 = 0.75 Hz, t 0 = 5 s, and n = 1000. The total duration of the experiment is 7.95 s. During selection of policy parameters, ω 0 was chosen to be the minimum step-out frequency in the fast group of devices, and ω 1 was chosen to be the mean of the minimum step-out frequency in the fast group and the maximum step-out frequency in the slow group. The motion of the devices was captured with a camera, but no feedback was provided to the controller.
V. DISCUSSION
By capitalizing on the magnetic variations between micromachines, we have demonstrated a method to sort a select fraction of a group from the remainder and prescribe its net relative movement by implementing openloop control, instead of relying on localization information of individual micromachines, which is technologically infeasible in many practical cases. It is important to note that the simulations of Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 and the experiments of Fig. 8 , which comprise 10, 100, and 3 devices, respectively, all effectively assume a continuous distribution of micromachines (i.e., using n = 10000 for the simulations, and n = 1000 for the experiments).
For a group to be sorted using the technique presented here, the micromachines should possess step-out behavior defined by Eq. 3, and have approximately identical geometries and thus hydrodynamic properties. The micromachines in [5] have magnetic heads attached to nonmagnetic helixes, whereas the micromachines in [15, 38] are non-magnetic helices with magnetic properties in-troduced as a thin surface coating, but both meet the necessary requirements to be sorted with the presented techniques by introducing variance in the process that forms the magnetic component. Micromachines without substantially identical geometries would lack the crucial homogeneous operating mode. This deficiency would undermine the most basic group-manipulation primitive of moving the group in unison with ω ≤ ω min , as well as the separation-collection sorting primitive as conceived here.
Variation in the geometry (i.e., β) of a micromachine is directly proportional to relative error in the resulting velocity (and thus displacement) compared to a micromachine with ideal (mean) geometry. We find that micromachines in the slow group do not exhibit dependence on β during the separation-collection cycle and consequently are returned to their original position regardless of geometric variation. As a result, the consequence of variation in geometry is a diffusion in the fast group, with an RMS relative error (in displacement) that is identical to the coefficient of variation of β.
The simple low-Reynolds-number swimming model of Section II does not account for precession, nor the effect of gravity, nor hydrodynamic and magnetic interactions between micromachines, all of which occur to some degree in actual micromachines. We expect these effects to superimpose with the dynamics described in this paper. As a result, the sorting method presented here should be viewed as one building block toward a complete motionplanning and control system for micromachines, including systems that utilized closed-loop feedback.
Precession already exists in all prior demonstrations of chiral microswimmers, but it does not significantly affect the validity of the model in Eq. 1 in describing the swimming behavior along and around the principal axis of rotation, provided the microswimmers have a sufficiently high length-to-diameter aspect ratio [34] . Additionally, microswimmers can be designed for stability in order to reduce precession [39] . Unmodeled variation in the orientation of magnetization will also contribute to precession in microswimmers, and may be a more significant source of noise in the case of rolling micromachines [10] .
Gravity will equally affect microswimmers, so any settling or buoyancy effects are not likely to result in significant relative movements between micromachines within the group. Techniques designed for gravity compensation of microswimmers propelled by rotating uniform magnetic fields [37] could likely be superimposed with techniques described in this paper.
The primary concern, unaccounted for in the model, is the inevitable hydrodynamic and magnetic coupling of neighboring micromachines. Prior experiments have demonstrated small numbers of soft-ferromagnetic chiral microswimmers swimming near each other without experiencing severe parasitic magnetic or hydrodynamic interactions [40] , but the micromachines in those experiments were not densely packed. Ref. [11] estimates that the unmodeled interactions for this type of micromachine will be negligible for micromachines separated by at least five body lengths, but conjecture that the models may retain sufficient validity with denser packing. In experiments with substantially increased density, significant interactions have been observed [16] . In our scaled lowReynolds-number experiments, shown in Fig. 8(B) and Ref. [36] , the mesomachines are in close proximity and there are certainly magnetic and fluidic interactions, yet in spite of these interactions, three distinct open-loop sorts were demonstrated. At the true microscale, fluidic and magnetic-torque interactions would be equivalent of those of our scaled experiment, but magnetic-force interactions would be relatively larger at the microscale. The interactions of mesomachines with the substrate on which they are rolling will tend to mitigate the effect of umodeled parasitic forces, and those effects would also be relatively larger at the microscale. Similar benefits will likely be present in the case of micromachines in soft tissue, but will not be present in microswimmers in open fluid, and as a result they will be more susceptible to drift.
In addition to the unmodeled effects discussed above, the simple low-Reynolds-number swimming model of Section II does not account for Brownian motion, which will become significant for very small devices [11, 23] . The model also assumes Newtonian fluid, and it is unclear for what types of biological fluids and tissues the model will be sufficiently predictive, but similar velocity responses as shown in Fig. 2 have been observed experimentally in soft tissue [4] . Finally, it has been shown that some micromachines in certain scenarios do not exhibit a unique velocity response for a given applied rotating magnetic field [41] [42] [43] . In such cases, a certain fraction of the micromachines may have a response that is very poorly described by our modeling assumptions. It is likely that this problem can be mitigated to some degree by prealigning the micromachines (e.g., using a static applied magnetic field) before initiating the field rotation, but it is possible that our method is simply poorly suited to certain types of micromachines.
A remaining open question is how to best develop the statistical distribution of the magnetic properties within the group (see Fig. 3 ). In our experiments shown in Fig.  8 , we experimentally determined the step-out frequencies of each of the three micromachines in isolation, and then we put the group together afterward. For large numbers of micromachines, particularly with an effectively continuous distribution of magnetic properties, it may be desirable to experimentally determine the statistical distribution holistically. For example, the group could be driven at a number of constant frequencies (i.e., separation processes), and the fraction of the group that is "fast" could be determined (see Fig. 6(B) ). Using such methods, it may even be possible to capture the unmodeled effects discussed above, in a statistical sense.
In the end, there are many possible permutations of micromachine type (e.g., helix, screw, rolling rod, spheroid, achiral swimmers), magnetization type (e.g., permanent magnet, soft magnetic), and environment (e.g., open fluid, tissue) that have the potential to utilize the method described in this paper, each subject to a continuum of micromachine size and concentration. In the limit as the micromachine concentration decreases, we would expect the proposed method to be increasingly accurate. As concentration increases, it is likely that micromachines will not be accurately described by our modeling assumption, and irreversible clumping may even occur. It is left as open question for which of the aforementioned scenarios will the proposed method be a sufficiently accurate description of the observed behavior in practice.
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Appendix: Proof of Uniqueness of Collection Process
An alternative to solving for the collection process ω(t) is to solve for its inverse, which is a frequency-varying time function: t(ω). Eq. 5 can be reformulated, using the following change of variables:
(A.1a) ds = t (Ω)dΩ (A.1b) s = 0 → Ω = ω 1 (A.1c) s = t(ω so ) → Ω = ω so (A.1d)
as the Volterra integral equation of the first kind:
where the variable of integration is frequency and t (ω) is the first derivative of t(ω) with respect to frequency. We were unable to find a closed-form solution to Eq. A.2. Instead we solve numerically by discretizing ω so and Ω, solving for t (ω), and then performing the subsequent integration to obtain t(ω). Both Ω and ω so are discretized over their respective sets:
The right-hand side of Eq. A.2 is discretized as:
A discretized form of Eq. A.2 is assembled:
. . . The invertibility of M proves the collection process is unique (given a constant-frequency separation process).
